Solvent Purification System
Accessories and Products

Pure Process Technology offers a variety of products and accessories for all
our solvent purification and dispensing systems.
Below are some of the products we offer. If you require a specific part or have questions
please email us at info@ppttech.com or call us directly at (603) 598-0691.

• Solvent Columns
PPT continues to deliver the driest solvent on the market. This process is achieved through a
proprietary column activation method which ensures you receive the driest anhydrous solvent
produced per column on the market today.
Our solvent purification columns are constructed with the highest quality materials and
exceed our customer’s expectations on a regular basis. PPT produces columns with longer lifetimes which lowers cost of ownership by reducing time between change-out, some users will
experience more than five plus years* of use before an exchange is needed.
Offering both Column exchange and refill services gives you options to decide which program
fits your needs. PPT provides replacement Solvent Columns for all PPT solvent purification
systems.
To access procedures on changing solvent columns see this document and this videos.

• Vacuum Pump Controller
By using the optional controller your system always maintains full vacuum, ensuring your
system is ready to draw solvent without delay. Also, maintaining the vacuum set-point reduces
wear and tear on your vacuum pump extending its working lifetime.

• Solvent Flasks and Connection Options
Regardless of your requirements we offer a multitude of options to meet your needs. Our
standard Flasks come in 250ml and 500ml sizes with Septa, Stopcock and Drain Valve designed
specifically to maintain anhydrous solvent at all times. Call us today to decide which type of
flask is right for you, options are limitless.

• Glove Box Integration
Our “GBI” Kits enables you to connect your Solvent Purification System directly to any Glove
Box, provided it has a connection for each solvent. Kits include hoses, valves and pour spouts.
PPT can also custom design take-off plates to maximize Glove Box space.
Contact PPT today with your requirements and we’ll customize a kit to meet your exact
needs.
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